
What an incredible summer!! 
Hashem bentched us with a fan-
tastic summer and together we 
enjoyed every moment of it.  
Let’s keep the glow of Eeshay 
bright throughout the year.  
Let’s remember the good times that 
we had. The intense leagues, the 
awesome trips, the great shiurim, 
the incredible night activities, the 
game room, the pool, workshops, 
and of course the canteen. (BTW 
Too expensive in my opinion) 
Most importantly let’s remember 
each other. Let’s remember the ab-
solutely super staff - each and ev-
ery member which is the backbone 
of Eeshay (even if it happens that 
they miss a call while reffing :-) 
Let’s remember each and every 
camper - YOU are EESHAY.  
On a personal note - I enjoyed get-
ting to know/ or reconnecting with 
each and every one of you. Thank 
You! Your are truly terrific.  
Wishing you a growth filled year of 
shteiging and simcha 
Keep Glowing! 
Have a womderful restful Shabbos 
Rabbi Kramer

Dear Campers. . .

ISSUE 22.8

Wow. I can’t believe it’s already here. I’m in 
a state of shock. I don’t know what to think. 
How to react. Everything up until now is a 
blur. This is a very emotional moment for me. 
It’s here- the new deep fryer. The french fries 
are back! Camp is complete. Hmm. Camp 
is…complete. I guess it’s time to discuss the 
elephant in the room. Color War… judging. 
Yes, it is true. My favorite berry is blueberry. I 
could always go for a view of the big blue sea. 
I love the sight of blue robin’s eggs. My favor-
ite planet is Neptune (it’s blue. Look it up). 
And my dream pet is a dog… (what does that 
have to do with blue?)... with blue fur (saved 
it). But I assure you, Team White is dripping 
with objectivity. No biases. No favorit- Okay, 
Henoch Kramer was in the play, so maybe a 
little favorites. Totally impartial. In fact, I had 
more of a reason to go for red. I think aish is 
way cooler than mayim- wait. I’m just getting 
notice #woj that shockingly, the themes were 
not aish and mayim. So, what were they? 
Machshava vs. maaseh? No. Torah vs. Tefilah? 
Nope. Strawberries vs. Blueberries? Nu-uh. 
Cranberries vs… Blueberries? #Icantthinko-
fanyotherfoodthatsblue Milchigs vs. Fleishigs? 
Blue Jays vs. Cardinals? Okay, those aren’t 
themes. Those are just sports teams. Poppers 
vs. Ice Cream? No. Especially not for bunk 
chaf .#fantasyfootballistotallypartofnightac-
tivitieshahayoudidntgoundefeatedafterall  
Oh, I’m getting word the themes were… chit-
zonius vs… pnimius? Random. Who came 
up with these themes? That guy must be a just 
a little bit crazy. Or, maybe he is just past his 
prime. Maybe he used to be smart with color 
war and then as he got older, he got rusty. 
Yeah, maybe he’s just an old man. Maybe he’s 
just a grandpa. #thesuspendersaretostay 
In some seriousness (“all” is a strong word), 
Color War was lit. What do you expect when 
the Generals are super- talented camp veter-
ans? The whole staff nailed it. The campers 
nailed it. It really was the perfect ending to a 
summer I’m going to have a hard time leaving 
behind. When you’re sitting in class, bored, 
daydreaming of hitting a go-ahead double or 
of pushing a yam with your nose, just know… 
I am too. Thank you Rabbi Kramer for a 
magical summer. Thank you to the head staff. 
Yes, Levi, you too. Thank you to the staff. I 
don’t know what we would do without you 
guys. Rabbi Kramer and I marvel at each one 
of you and your specific kochos. You make 
camp rock. And your partners who make 
camp rock are you, the campers. I feel close 
to you guys, which makes camp’s ending so 
hard. I hope you guys enjoy school so the year 
flies by and we can just get to Eeshay 2023 
already. As for now, I am going to miss each 
and every one of you. And remember… Ozer 
has a pet turtle! This is the Prez signing off, 
Ez

From the Desk of Ez the Prez

League Standings

 Younger Division Younger Division
LAX 9-2LAX 9-2

Ben Gurion 7-4Ben Gurion 7-4
Newark 4-7Newark 4-7

JFK 2-9JFK 2-9

 Older Division Older Division
Mercaz 8-3Mercaz 8-3

TC 6-4-1TC 6-4-1
Senters 4-7Senters 4-7
Imrei 3-7-1Imrei 3-7-1

Teams W L
Flying Tigers 3 2

Mighty Mussels 3 2
Hammerheads 2 3

Threshers 2 3

Teams W L
Mounties 4 1

Swamp Dragons 4 1
Robins 2 3

Pioneers 0 5

WBCWBC

E-LeagueE-League



BLUE TEAMMMMM!!!!!!! 
BIG DUB!! I’m starting this 
even before they announced 
the winner because obvi-
ously we’re gonna win. And 
if somehow we don’t, they 
probably rigged the scor-
ing. But it’s ok. After such 
an incredible war we can 
take out the most impor-
tant thing of all. Win or 
lose, we’re all winners on 
the inside. Pnimius. It’s what’s on the inside that 
counts. Unless you’re wearing red. Then it’s sorta 
what’s on the inside that counts. Is that possible? 
They’re Chitzonius! Does it even matter what’s 
on the inside if you’re shirt color is red? Ok seri-
ously though, it’s both. Staying true to who you 
are on the inside while not trying to look like 
Yoily the shlump. Anyway, post-war time I reflect 
on all the great battles we’ve just endured. Round 
Robin never fails, and all the sports and activities 
had me jumping more than our trip to Skyzone. 
We’ve taken some hard hits (I’m still sore. Thanks 
Granite von Boulderburg) and pulled through 
together while we channeled our INNER (Ozer’s) 
pet turtle. We did this together. 200 POINT DIF-
FERENTIAL IN CAMPER SPORTS?!?!?!? You 
guys are incredible. Unreal. Dominant. But let’s 
not forget the hard-working staff behind the 
scenes. Captain BZ, the Play. Was. Phenomenal. 
(Ari, Aryeh, Grani- uh, I mean, Henoch, you 
guys were great!!)The amount of work you put 
into that was mind-blowing.(Shoutout BK for the 
help) Not just that, but you’re energy and leader-
ship is unmatched. Those special boxing gloves 
need YOU to win, Knuckles. Shimmie, Shack, 
Isky, the teams were unbeatable. Literally. That 
gave us the edge. You guys killed it. Special shou-
tout to Shimmie for running the activities while 
we were preparing for the play. You stepped up 
huge. Yehuda, I could not have wrote the alma 
mater without you’re help. You took care of all the 
other technicalities that I would’nt have thought 
of. From running to party city, to taking care of 
the paperwork, you were awesome. Those late 
night meetings will be forever be remembered 
and cherished on “A long dark winter day, watch-
ing the clock tick away”. Lastly, it truly was an 
honor to be your general. Since I was you’re age 
watching the Eeshay old timers as my generals, 
I’ve always wanted the chance to get there myself. 
So thank you guys for the opportunity. I still have 
never lost color war as general. Remember that 
for next year and hop on the bandwagon. ;)  

What a war. What. A. War. A battle of the 
ages. A historic match to be remembered 
by all. A battle so legendary, so fantastic, 
so fierce that I shake just thinking about it. 
It was a true privilege to watch it unfold, 
even if it ended in a way no one thought it 
would…the Face-off between Zecharia aka 
Zeesh Solomon and the Great Rabbi Kram-
er on the balance beam of Skyzone. There 
is only one thing on their minds. Death by 
foam pit. And as the battle takes an unex-
pected turn, leaving the bearded legend 
drowning in foam cubes, the crowd goes 
wild. A moment that will never be forgot-
ten….Just kidding. COLOR WAR!!!!! Wow. 

Those action-packed 2 days felt like a week. I barely remembered what 
team I was on and what I wanted to annoy Groman about…oh right! Play-
off trades! Just kidding, who could forget about annoying Yosef? Speaking 
of annoying Yosef Groman, man did we give him the sweats out there. 
We put up a good fight boys. Every win we got, every point we earned, 
pushed him and the blue team to their mental limits while we stayed cool 
as a cucumber. #coolrises. But really, you guys are the best team a general 
could ask for. They pulled ahead by just a tad, but it’s a win in my books. 
Everyone put in everything they had and gave it their all and that’s what 
counts. Huge shoutout to Cap’n Tish and Akiva Coan for writing a banger 
song and putting in the time and work into the whole color war. Big 
thanks to DJ for all your help with the play and all around hype. The boyz 
Yosef Snitow, Benji Rosenblum, and Yehuda Schmidt for knocking out the 
teams(shoutout to Avi and Mo), you guys are ballers. No general could 
ask for a better squad. Thanks to all the Red Team refs for showing up to 
your sports games. And to the blue team refs for not. #biased. Shoutout to 
Pinny Pinter and Meir Steinberg and the whole Red Team for your parts 
in the play(you guys nailed it btw), the play scoring was, believe it or not, 
within two points of each other. But as good as our fire staff was, staying 
up till the wee hours of the morning, and running around camp making 
sure everything gets done and everyone is where they’re supposed to be, it 
all comes down to the campers. You guys are what made it awesome. You 
guys made the intensity and the hype and the rising heat and the fun. To 
the blue team: You did good. You got us. For now. Yosef, this was the best 
year of color war yet. Hands down. Thanks for putting up a good fight. I 
was scared we were going to sweep you like we did in swimming #men-
nieweissmanisadolphin. BZ, your play was hilarious(Shoutout to Master 
Goldsmith and narrator Aryeh Krich)(and the pineapple). From the 
Shimmy’s to rowdy Yehuda Schwartz to the lowkey star volleyball player 
Izzy to Tuvs splashing buckets like Neg behind the 3 line. Thanks for the 
fight and the best color war ever. (Sorry/not sorry about the grammen). 
To all: Guys, it’s been real. No, scratch that. The whole summer, from day 
one till today has been officially, absolutely, completely, utterly, thoroughly, 
unquestionably, UNREAL. I can’t believe it’s over and I can’t believe it’s not 
coming back for a whole year. At some point during the winter I’m gonna 
have to pull out the Alma Maters and just cry. Just let it all out. Cry for 
leagues, for airlines and watches and schoo-excuse me, yeshivas, in Israel. 
Cry for pink skittles, and oreos and Ezra’s wallet and yams. Cry rivers for 
OTB, Deal or No Deal #Ezrasdirtysocks, and pictionary. For camping with 
mice(shoutout to Mikey, Moshe, and Efraim) and skyzone and John Pizzi. 
I’ll need a tissue for Eeshay Rush, and bowling, and escape rooms. For 
almost losing my head, Ozer’s pet turtle, rafting, and Camelback. I’ll bawl 
buckets for Rabbi Kramer and Rabbi Goldman. I’ll shed a few for Ezra and 
Levi. But I will certainly cry the most for the Red Team. Thank you to all 
the campers for the Best. Flippin. Summer. Ever.
You guys are the bomb and I’m already itching for next summer. Call any-
time. Can’t wait to see you then!
-D

COLOR WAR 2022!!COLOR WAR 2022!!



Team Blue- Alma Mater    T.T.T.O.: Es Ponecha- Simcha Leiner 

Low 1 
A long dark winter day 
Watching the clock tick away, trying to learn 
While my heart starts to yearn 
for the memories of Camp Eeshay 

Low 2 
Rabbi Kramer running the show, the fire behind camps glow 
Summer it’s been a while 
Warmed by Rebbi’s smile 
EESHAY I WANT TO COME HOME 

High 1 
Now that summer is on it’s way out We can never forget about 
The times we had 
The friends we made 
I know that my place has been found 

High 2 
An atmosphere so pure and sweet Glowing with my family 
Pnimius 
You’ve showed us 
It’s what’s on the inside that counts 

Low 3 
Our mornings were started so pure Neshamos were soaring 
forsure Learning with love 
With Rebbeim Lishma 
The Ruach stayed throughout the day 
 
Low 4 
Eeshay Everything 
Exciting lunch activities 
Ezra’s energy 
Board games or leagues 
EZRA YOU MAKE US COMPLETE 

BACK TO HIGH 1 & 2

Low 5 
Workshops to help us bond Mkayim ben Adam 
Rabbi Goldmans in the gym While others take a swim Choices 
for everyone 

Low 6 
Dovid keeps us in check Leagues always so intense As con-
scious slips away 
I scream out and say YOSEF I WANT A TRADE 

BACK TO HIGH 1 & 2 

Low 7 
Pet turtles and navy seals Greedy bunks wont take the deal 
Ezra’s dirty sock 
Canteen gets a better lock 
So Steve can’t get in to steal 

Low 8 
Rabbi Kramer driving the bus Bears at DA campus 
Rafting, waterparks 
Rush stays in our hearts 
I’LL STILL TRY TO MAKE A SHIDDUCH 

BACK TO HIGH 1 & 2 

Last Low- Solo 
My rebbi calls my name 
Shiur’s over it’s getting late 
As I leave my seat 
I go back to my daydream 
(EVERYONE TOGETHER) 
I NEED SUMMER TO COME BACK TODAY 
 

Team Red-Alma Mater    T.T.T.O. : Gam Ki Elech

Low 1
Sitting in the classroom, head on my desk 
Ooo Thinking about the future, getting a little stressed 
Now the summers around the corner, the years about to 
end 
I need a summer filled, with all my friends

Low 2
I wake up in the morning, the days finally here
Walking through the gym doors, my smiles from ear to 
ear 
Ooo Grooomans leagues, Ezra’s night activities 
The workshops, bagel munch, and Teddies
 
High 1
Eeeshay, all the memories we’ve made 
You’ve kindled a flame, which will never fade
Ooo Even When, the weather will turn cold
I will be warmed, by this fire in my soul 
 
High 2
Eeshay, my home away from home,
When I’m here, I never feel alone
The time will come, when we have to part 
But you will always be, in my heart

Low 3 Solo: EL
Pulling up to camp, Rabbi Kramer says hi
I feel like I belong, when I see that warm smile
And before every Mincha, he shows us his care
With those sweet words of Torah, he always shares
 
Low 4
Now the summers almost over, we start our goodbyes
We leave those same gym doors, now with tears in our 
eyes
Our Torah and our Middos, they’ll continue to grow 
As our hidden spark, starts to GLOW

High 1
Eeeshay, all the memories we’ve made 
You’ve kindled a flame, which will never fade
Ooo Even When, the weather will turn cold
I will be warmed, by this fire in my soul
 
High 2
Eeshay, you’re my home away from home,
Ooo When I’m here, I never feel alone
The time will come, when we have to part 
But you will always be, in my heart

Low 5
Ezra Wisotsky, he really is the Champ
Levi Adler and Rav Moish, the backbones of the Camp
And our own Tuvia Minchenberg, that we all love 
Our head staff Mamesh, fell from above

Low 6
General Dave, Captain Tisch too
Akiva Coan, Yosef Snitow, wow what a crew
With Rosenblum, Schmidt and Deejay, there’s no mys-
tery 
That they will lead us all, to victory 

High 1
Eeeshay, all the memories we’ve made 
You’ve kindled a flame, which will never fade
Ooo Even When, the weather will turn cold
I will be warmed, by this fire in my soul

High 2
Eeshay, you let me be who I can be
This summer I’ll take, with me for history
Ooo I can’t wait to be back here next year
Cuz my home away from home is right here
Thank you for all that you have done



Eeshay 2022... 5th grade... M Weissman mosses Krimsky... D Abramoff 3 kicks in volleyball... Groll walk off win on opening day... Krimsky one handed TD catch... Greisman 
diving catch at 3rd... Krimsky spins for the TD... Wahoos score 8 unanswered runs for the win... Steinberg calls game against Rabbi Kramer... Lisker to Lichtig back shoulder 
fade... D Abramoff behind the back flip to 2nd for the out... the lucky side... Tendler and Raider combine for 39... Eli Gross barehand... Kessels dominate leagues... switch... 
bottle flip... darts... Yud Gimel and Ches get the win... Gutlove tip drill INT... Salomon back to back pick sixes to start the game... D Abramoff hat trick... Tendler diving pick... 
Pinter hustles to beat out the easy grounder... Hahn crushes 3 run HR... Scheiner Goldschmidt Mermelstein 6-4-3 double play... Hahn leaping barehanded grab... Septimus 
knocks 109 in bowling... Krich wrestles Snyder into the ketchup for free canteen... Hahn go ahead 3 run HR... John Pizzi... S Lazar is creepy... and a monkey... Nike comes 
back down 10-1 in volleyball... Puma 11-0 shutout... N Lazar full field jump throw TD to Traiger... lockdown defense leads to Traiger INT... Avrahami interferes with the play... 
Puma score 40 unanswered... M Abramoff pied with pizza... Tendler stuff pick 6... next play another Nike stuff pick 6... Strulowitz long tip drill TD... hiking... Balderdash... Yud 
Gimel wins again... Groman is Mr. Eeshay... Tendler and Soled rim bottle flips... Peikes gets a catch... Yonah has a Bucks shirt... again... Yedidyah Cohen crazy second effort TD 
catch... Hersh dominates EFL... Yedidyah Cohen 6 TD... Avi Pieprz drops it in for the TD... leads team to first win... Schechter mosses entire defense... Horwitz 1-5 groundout 
off pitchers leg... AT Baker falls... again... and again... Pieprz finally gets the kick... Wedeck umps 1st base... Steinberg mosses Lichtig... Abramoff soccer camp... Hahn hat trick 
in back to back games... 8 goals in 2 games... Altschuller sings national anthem... Wedeck chases down the HR... Alfredo Marte... should’ve picked Wylie... sliding... kugel... 
friday double leagues... learning raffles... AC IN THE GYM... for real this time... Uri Scheiner is shtark... Jake uses his head in volleyball... Pieprz 3 picks... Tendler bottleflips 
while fielding... Hersh kick save in volleyball... Hahn double hat trick... Tendler between the legs goal... Pieprz and Groll connection takes down undefeated team in EFL... 
Probstein insane diving catch... Hahn glove flip to second for the out.. Lazarus Trea Turner slide... Schmidt walks it off... Hahn 2 homers... Tendler hat trick... London the 
goalie... Ackerman calls first ever inbound violation... Ferarri comes back down 2-0 in volleyball... Traiger halfcourt basketball kick... torture the counselor... frozen t-shirts... 
capture the counselor... MB Weinberg fits 15 marshmallows... can jam... Jake nails the slot... Feintuch hangs on after huge hit for TD... Jake hat trick... Hahn-Glass-Schmidt 
6-4-3 double play... MB Weinberg 4 strikes in a row... Pieprz the quarterback... leads his team to victory without Abramoff... N Lazar buzzer beater for the win... Pieprz slips 
and gets the pick... staff basketball... Yossi Newmans all stars... Mordechai Shapiro... is good at basketball?... Eeshay gets the win... U Scheiner leads game winning TD drive... 
Goldschmidt one handed catch... Levy 3 sacks... Ozer 4 breakaways... Pinter goes big man for the rebound... Schmidt-Pieprz-Weissman 6-4-3 double play... Tendler buzzer 
beater TD to Yedidyah Cohen... Peikes gets a TD??... Tendhasetti 3 picks in championships... Tendler diving sack... Feintuch toe tap TD... Pieprz TD dime... intercamp... 
Coolam... Mittel joins Eeshay... Jake crazy jumpball to seal the win over Coolam... Horwitz ices the game with a sack... S Lazar homers for ice cream... no jumping... coolam-
ball... Team Gerstein gets the win in capture the flag... championships...  Snyder “legal”  TD in Coolam... Davis ground slam... Gutlove blocked punt... Krimsky breaking 
ankles... Lisker drops a dime for TD... S Lichtig blocks punt with his back... Groll 4 picks in first half... Shuey Glass 2 run homer... Tendler diving sacks... Pieprz throws a deep 
dime TD in championship... AT Baker blocks him to the other field... Feintuch game winning 3... Groll big time championship jumpall TD... Bron stuffs it and gets the pick... 
Fiddle one timer off the faceoff... Groll hangs on for the TD after big hit... Feintuch scores from behind the net... Gavriel Glass hat trick... Uri Scheiner insane server... Glass to 
Feintuch one timer... Rabinovitz OT goal... Feintuch hat trick... Uri Scheiner calls his TD... Davis OT winner... Gross-Trieff-Deutsch 6-4-3 double play... Hahn full court goal... 
Tendler tip drill pick 6... Erez showing off the canon at short... Eric Wilzig... Raider unasissted double play... Hahn 5 goals... Yeidyah Cohen scores a goal... Eli Scheiner hat 
trick... Wedeck unasissted double play... Lazarus hits hockey ball off Groll into hoop... Daniel Weissman heads up baserunning... Erez 7 goals... E Gross heads up baserun-
ning... round robin basketball... neighborhood day... Rothenberg stuff pick 6... tug of war... relay races... Davis is fast... round robin baseball... Rabinovitz dominates 
neighborhood day... Clifton wins... Krimsky points at Hoenig and nails the jumper... Hoenig answers with half court bomb... Lazar balling in slides... Groll 3 sneak steals in E 
League... Altschuller catches the comebacker... OTB... MB Weinberg likes watermelon... Uri Scheiner ping pong champ... Lazar clutch free throws... Peikes downs the 
gatorade... kugel... London grand slam... Feintuch 4 goals... Fiddle hat trick... Salomon great pass to Katz for the goal... Groll tip pick six... Erez game winning goal with 10 
seconds left... Lisker-Peikes-Samet turn 1-5-4 double play... Pieprz hat trick... Ezra singing baby songs with campers... Jake 4 slapshot goals... Wasserlauf hat trick... Bananas 
score 4 goals in 2 minutes... Jake nets 2 goals in 5 seconds to complete the hat trick... Groll destroys Ehrman... guess that picture... Lazar 2 run homer... Altschuller catches 
comebacker... Tendler throws mitt at ball trying to catch it... Krimsky toys with defenders and drops a dime to Katz... A Weissmann 4-4 off Tendler... Steinberg lays out in left 
for the catch of the year... Lazar nails deep 3 for the win... Negnewitzky hat trick... Pinter walk off homer against undefeated team... Schechter wins 10 straight in ping 
pong... Gross jukes Peikes to score go ahead run... Sweden scores twice in 5 seconds... 3 in one minute... Tendler hat trick... Hahn and Scheiner trading bombs... E Gross 
injures himself and still gets to second... Tendler dime throw to Traiger for TD... Eli Scheiner hits 7 threes... Gutlove insane punter... U Scheiner noodle arm... Hahn 3 straight 
threes... staff vs Acheinu... Eeshay gets the win... U Scheiner diving catch... Horowitz 5 Ks... Krimsky breaking ankles in hockey... Rabinovitz breaking ankles... Dubinsky 2 
pick sixes... S Lichtig flips into endzone... Deutsch mossing people... Wedeck falls into pool with clothes on... Rumble Ponies turn 3 double plays... Traiger scores from 
impossible angle... Rabinovitz double hat trick... Gutlove one handed halfcourt shot... London cleans the bus... #1 seed breaks WBC curse... Krimsky grand slam... Hahn 
defensive highlight reel... Camelbeach... Moshiach... Schechter hits a clean grand slam... Tendler step back buzzer beater to end half... championships... new campers... 
Karfunkel rips it for the TD... Feinsod mossing people... Jetblue scores 11 runs in first inning of the season... Rocky gets one handed single... Erez clean grand slam... Moshe 
Weissman quintessential Eeshay double... Schechter the Oreo stackmaster... A Pieprz the captain... Strulowitz throws him out from the outfield... Ackerman unassisted 
double play... Abramoff crossover stepback 3... Kruter clean triple... switch... what’s the capital of Atlanta... Pinny underhand swish... Schwab swish in his own hoop... 
Feinsod pulls goalie... Abramoff lays out for the catch... Kruter 7 at bats in 7 innings... can you spell quarantine?... Rocky pitches with one hand... Davis turns liner into 
double play... Hahn doubles him off... Erez 8 goals... Gottesman 7 steals... Price crushes grand slam... Steinberg holds on through the contact at short... Abramoff diving 
catch... Jacobowitz unintentional header... Gottesman basket catch to rob hit... Yitzi Cohen 6 picks... Gross kick serves and leads the comeback with 5 players... Fruchter lays 
out for insane catch... Traiger 4 goals... Feinsod chasedown block... kickball in the gym... Ackerman shoestring grab... camping trip... bus gets pulled over... Groman the 
camping expert... Hacks M&Ms... Kruter the firepit expert... bonfire and marshamallows... is there a bear?... hiking... waterfalls... white water rafting... Yehuda Schwartz’s boat 
“wins”... put your shirt on... Yitzy Cohen the navy seal... steals Tischler’s boat and paddles... kugel... Hahn to Rothenberg full field TD... Probstein hat trick... Strulowitz turns 
double play... Abramoff back to back halfcourt bombs... 53 points... buzzer beater... Yitzy Cohen one handed pick... Schwartz climbs a tree... Hahn in the hot corner... 
London to Gross beautiful back shoulder fade... Hahn 2 run triple... Schechter turns double play... Tudor double play... Yitzy Cohen mossing people... Wilk tip drill for first 
down... Lazarus 2 run HR... Lisker pump fakes... Menashe over the shoulder catch in right field... London pumpfake and takes it for the TD... Wilk can’t miss... Hahn walk off 
grand slam... Ozers pet turtle... A Pieprz-Lazarus brawl... Ackerman back to back barehanders at second... Lisker toe drag swag... Abramoff 99 yard pick 6... Traiger reels in 
tough catch for TD... Abramoff 3 picks... Zeesh kick serves... Hersh diving sack at the one... root beer pong... Shai “my hand hurts” Kruter... Traiger backhand volleyball save... 
Samber running grab... doubles him up... Tischler big RBI single... Weissmann 7 Ks... Feinsod mossing people...Hahn 99 yard pick... Yitzy Cohen safe at third after 3 over-
throws... Abramoff deep 3 and 1... S Katz deep 3... three straight 3s... Abramoff drops 52... Gross hat trick... Shulgasser shorthanded goal... Damski 64 fantasy points... Rocky 
plays volleyball with broken arm... Eeshay vs Acheinu... Eeshay wins... Salomon 3 straight aces... benches clearing brawls... Salomon diving grab... Hahn insane backhand 
goal... Greenys Gatorades... Ozer tip drill pick... Karfunkel crossing people over... Traiger full field pick 6 to take the lead... Trieff unasissted double play... Katz leads massive 
comeback... Mintz doesn’t miss... Davis power play goal... Delta scores 5 unanswered runs to win the championship 5-4... London leaps to save a run and the game... 
Negnewitzky all star goaltending... deal or no deal... Rabbi Kramers dance moves... Ezras dirty sock... Ezra in the pool... Tes Vav wins $10 per camper... kugel... Solomon 
broken wrist triple... Abramoff drops 66 in championship game... Hahn clean 2 run triple... Abramoff full court goal... Hahn crushes opposite field homer... Lisker saves a run 
with throw from his knees... Rothenberg scores with broken arm... Abramoff gets banned from E League... Rocky one handed RBI single... LAX 11-0 shutout... Abramoff 
opening kickoff TD return... Ozer is an insane third baseman... Schechter clean 2 run triple... Hammerheads 6-1-3-1 double play... Groman does play by play... Lazarus 
insane backhand play... Hahn the gold glove fielder... Rosenbaum full field pick 6... Steinberg scores from half court... Ben Gurion wins 63-0... Lazarus beats out Feinsod on 
the volleyball net... Yitzy Cohen sketch artist... Poppers for Yud Gimel and Chaf... Abramoff to R Pieprz over the shoulder TD... Weissmann pitches from his knees... Steimberg 
eats his veggies... Traiger deep 3... Wilk finishes through traffic... Price beautiful hook shot... M Sternberg stops E Sternberg on a penalty shot... Weissmann 4 pitch inning for 
the save... Gross the bottle flip champion... Wernick dominates BZ in around the world... Karfunkel snatching ankles... Hahn dives and throws him out from his knees... 
London epic postgame interview... Karfunkel drops 2 defenders... Fruchter beautiful goals... Kovi punts full field... Rothenberg scores games winner with 30 seconds left 
with beautiful pass from Hahn... Eeshay alumni... Senters 6-5-4 double play... Deutsch unasissted double play... Pinter picks it to seal the game... Rabbi London hits a 3 for 
ice cream... Rabbi Kramer 4 point play... Zeesh double hat trick... R Pieprz flops... Hahn 3 run homer... R Pieprz battles back down 3-0 to strike him out... Kamara 3 run triple... 
Price drops 27 with 7 steals... Groman 54 fantasy points... Flying Tigers 7-4-3-4-3-4-3-4-3-4-3-4 putout... Kramer walkoff single... Trieff shoestring pick 6... Probstein 2 safetys 
in 2 days... A Pieprz triple off Reuven after up and in pitch... Strimber ground rule double... Steinberg go ahead jumper... guess that song... Lazarus and Katz play stickless... 
Skyzone... kugel... Zeesh makes catch on his hat... Steinberg gold glove shortstop... Salomon backwards diving catch... Blue turns 4-4-3 double play... Milgraum nice pick... 
Hahn scores almost all of the points... London’s belt comes off... Erez crazy IQ play... gets in a rundown and the run scores from first... Steinberg 2 run bomb... Yitzi Cohen 
beats staff 22-5 in basketball... Abramoff full field run... Abramoff to Pieprz to get the runner at home... Shaw ridiculous grab for TD... Abramoff 2 run homer... Blue full field 
TD... Pinter insane sack... Traiger full field pick 6... Schmidt 12 RBI... Abramoff goes 10-10 in free throws... Pinter imitaes Goldman and sings national anthem... A Pieprz 
extends the play for TD... Erez and Schechter score 3 seconds apart... Strimber mossing people... Schechter beautiful one timer... A Pieprz strikes him out from his knees... 
Pinter and Katz trading crossovers... Mintz 3 huge free throws to tie game with less than second remaining... Price crushes grand slam... Mintz 9-9 from the line... Abramoff 
first HR on new wall... Solomon circus right hook... Salomon stuff... Lazarus double play... Weissmann is the new Groman... Schwab behind the back fake... WERNICK GAME 
WINNING SHOT... Feinsod 72 point game... Schechter hat trick... M Steinberg elite goalie moves.... Lichtig unasissted double play... Rabbi Goldman bench presses Pinter... 
one legged Hahn hits RBI double... playoffs... championships... banquet... trophies... until next year...


